ABSTRACT With the widespread use of the mobile devices, destination prediction has become an important issue for location-based services (LBSs). Most existing methods are based on various Markov chain models, in which the predicted destinations are trained by historical trajectories. A problem among most of these follow-up works is that they blindly rely on the Markov process, ignoring the geographical distribution and the time property of the trajectories. In this paper, we propose a novel destination prediction algorithm, called STTL, based on the time property of the partial trajectory, along with the semantic transfer probability model trained in advance. We have conducted extensive experiments on the Shanghai Taxi dataset. The experimental results show that the STTL outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of location-aware devices and network communication technology, Location-based Services(LBS) are promoted. Services about nearby points of interest recommendations, location-based social network friend recommendations, spatial crowdsourcing task assignments have emerged [1] - [3] . The users' current, even future whereabouts are crucial for society and business has recently come to light. In response to the need to improve the efficiency of taxi dispatching center for easing urban traffic pressure, mining the destination of passengers is essential. LBS service provider predicts the most possible destinations and send him/her advertisements about nearby restaurants or hotels to take advantage of market opportunities [4] . In addition, knowing the traffic situation and parking lots around the destination in advance gives the driver enough time to prepare and make decisions [3] , [5] , [6] . In the navigation system, the destination prediction can determine in time whether to deviate from the predetermined route [7] . Literature [8] even guessing destination prediction can help catch car thieves.
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Destination prediction is to predict the destination of a trip given a partial passed trajectory. Approaches regarding to destination prediction are classified into two categories according to the attribute of dataset. The first one is personalized destination prediction that the behavior habits of drivers [7] , [9] and identity, history trajectories of passengers [10] , [11] should be considered. The second one can be viewed as and general destination prediction which leaving off personal information. A vital assumption in this case is that everyone is identical without personalized features. This kind of prediction methods are more universal which can be applied to a variety of datasets. Our work is based on the concept.
We propose a semantic-based destination prediction method, which trains the full probability transfer model based on the semantic information of the start and end points of each historical trajectory and predict the destination in combination with the inherent time pattern formed by People's Daily life. We use the semantic information obtained by Baidu Map API [12] and train the transfer model from Shanghai Taxi driving dataset and carry out experimental evaluation.
In this work, we stress that all information we used for the prediction is the historical trajectories and the partial passed trajectory without using the extra information just like [13] . The method is more suitable for taxi rides dataset or other applications where the identity information are not available. To summarize, our contributions are as follows:
(1)A time-constrained trajectory similarity measure method is proposed based on some reasonable observations. Time constraint is added on the basis of the longest common subsequence(LCCS) to filter out the destinations of different time slot.
(2)We propose two destination prediction algorithms. The first one only improves the parameters during the clustering process and another algorithm based on the semantic transfer probability model trained in advance. After clustering, the optimal M points were selected by post-processing and return the center of these points in each cluster as the predicted value.
(3)The effectiveness of the two algorithms was verified by several experiments using the taxi rides dataset. The experimental results show that our algorithms outperform other state-of-the-art approaches.
II. RELATED WORKS
Due to the value of destination prediction in aforementioned application [14] , it has been studied extensively, and several methods have been proposed. We reviews some of the typical briefly. Most existing research are based on various Markov chain (or hidden Markov chain) model [15] - [18] . The most typical method is to divide the region evenly into grid cells, or roads into segments, and use the cells or segments as the states of the Markov process. Regardless of people's subjective factors, the trajectory is indeed a Markov process, that is a memory-less random walk. However, this obviously contradicts our intuition that a real trajectory is not totally random [6] . To fix this, [4] proposed to use a modified probabilistic model, where they only retain those random walks that are not much longer than the shortest path. This clever trick clearly better captures a trajectory than a pure random walk, but [13] proves that the modified model still deviates from real trajectories. Since destination prediction also relies on time series modeling(of trajectory), it has also been demonstrated to be solved by machine learning algorithm, such as deep neural network [19] , [20] ,recurrent neural network [21] , [22] ,etc.
Several previous works [7] , [23] , [24] utilize probabilistic inference to calculate and predict the destination of an ongoing trip and returns the top-k possible points by the conditional probability of reaching certain places. It fails to account for geographic of possible destinations [25] , [26] . For k is equal to 1, the factor can be ignored. In other cases, the returned top-k predicted points may be geographically very close to each other, but some other destinations distanced with similar probabilities are ignored. As shown in figure 1(a), there are 7 possible destinations denoted by position marks. The probability of each point is shown in the graph. If we were asked to return the top-2 places, (3, 5) would be a better answer than (3,2) considering geographic distribution.
Reference [27] uses the Gaussian mixture model to describe the distribution of spatial points in the clustering step. Each query trajectory is assigned to multiple clusters and the mean value of these clusters is the predicted results. Reference [17] uses clustering algorithm to extract some important spatial points near the intersection on the trajectory, which called the support points. The HMM-based algorithm is adopted to establish the relationship between the support points and the destinations. To eliminate the influence of geographic distribution on destination prediction results, [13] proposed DESTPRE, which proves that trajectories with similar prefixes also have similar destinations. In this article, the Longest Common Subsequence is used to match similar trajectories, and then clustering the destinations according to the proportion of the partial passed trajectory to the similar trajectories, finally returning the center of each cluster. This method of analysis takes account the entire similar trajectory when calculating the completion ratio. Considering the situation illustrated in Figure 1 (b), the partial passed trajectory is B, the trajectory A and C follow a similar path as B. According to the [13] , the destination of A and C are clustered into one cluster. As shown, it brings significant errors. Moreover, based on the case of Figure 1 (c) with the arrival time (T ). We can find that 1-4 points were visited during working hours while 5-7 points were visited during nonworking hours. Given the current time 10 o'clock, according to the above inference, the destination should be chosen from 1-4 points.
III. DESIGN RATIONALE AND PRELIMINARIES
Before describing the specific prediction algorithm, the symbols and related definitions used in the paper are given and an interesting observation is introduced, which will help VOLUME 7, 2019 us to predict the final destination. According to the earlier presentation, all information we use for the prediction is the historical trajectory and the partial passed trajectory.
Driving Trajectory: A driving trajectory Time period Q: According to the traditional, the working hours are 8 hours per day, plus 1 hour for lunch break. Most companies set the working hours from 8:00 to 17:00 or from 9:00 to 18:00. According to people's daily life, sleeping time is divided from 0 to 7 and leisure time from 18:00 to 24:00.
Observation 1: the destination is related to time.
Assuming that the start time of the spatial trip is t, the destination of the trip is likely to be within the range of destination included in this time period(t ∈ Q). Figure 2 shows the heat distribution of destinations in three periods. We can intuitively see great difference among three periods except the business area, especially from 7:00 to 9:00 during working hours.
K -order matching: The distance between point a and b is denoted by dis(a, b), ε is the threshold. Two points a and b are given, (a, b) is a set of matches if dis(a, b) < ε. Assume two trajectories A = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) and
Maximum matching order: Given the distance threshold ε, the maximum matching order of two trajectories A and B is represented by Maxm ε (A, B) , as shown at the bottom of this page, then Similarity measurement(ALCSS) [13] : In this paper, the similarity measurement between the partial trajectory and the history trajectory proposed in [17] was used. It is known that the maximum matching between two trajectories A and B is Maxm ε , as follows:
ALCSS is a modified version of the Longest Common Subsequence similarity used in some previous work [28] , [29] . One important difference is that dism ε (A, B) may not be the same as dism ε (B, A). Similar trajectory: Trajectory A is similar to another trajectory B with the matching threshold ε and the similarity threshold θ , if dism ε (A, B) < θ and the two trajectories occur at the same time period a 1 
The completion ratio of the partial trip: Given the partial trip T o = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a i , . . . , a m ), the set of similar trajectories is expressed as S = T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n , where
If the first matching is (a i , b j ) and the last matching is (a l , b k ) in the maximum matching order, the completion ratio of T 0 to T i is
The semantic type of location: The semantic type of each location is expressed as a 21-tuple, representing the probability of belonging to the food, real estate, finance, companies, shopping, inward and outward, government agencies, life services, hotels, tourist attractions, the interior floor number, education training, car service, traffic facilities, sports fitness, leisure, entertainment, other, health care, culture media, natural features and administrative landmarks. Semantic transfer probability model: which can be expressed as a conditional probability model. The semantic information of the destination is related to that of the starting point.
IV. PREDICTION ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe two destination prediction algorithms based on geographic and time period. The first one only improves the parameters during the clustering process [13] and the other algorithm based on the semantic transfer probability model trained in advance. ((a 1 , . . . , a n−1 ), B) otherwise
The authors of [13] found that trajectories with similar prefixes often have similar destinations. Then they classifying the similar trajectories into different groups according to their diameters, so the destinations of them can be clustered by their geographic locations. In this section, the proportion of the partial trip and similar trajectories is improved in clustering step.
Algorithm 1 The Enhanced Cluster Algorithm
Input: The partial trajectory, T o = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ) ; the set of history trajectory H ; the distance parameter ε; the similar threshold θ ; the group number σ ; Output: The predicted destination set, S d ; 1.initialize σ lists, the set of similar trajectory S = φ 2.for each
Add T i to S 5. end if 6.end for 7.init σ = 2 8.for each T x ∈ S do 9. if 0 R i 0.5 then 10 S 1 .add(T i ) 11. else S 2 .add(T i ) 12.end for 13.return the centers of S 1 and S 2 as S d
As in [13] , we classify the similar trajectories by using the ratio between the diameter of the partial trip and the similar trajectory into different diameter groups, i.e.,(0-50%,50-100%). Unlike the previous work, we think the completion ratio between the partial trip and similar trajectories should be calculated from the first matching point instead of the entirety. In this article, we set the number of groups to 2. Instead of choosing the most frequent points, we choose the cluster centers. When k = 3, two clusters' centers and the last point of the partial trip are returned.
B. PREDICTION ALGORITHM BASED ON SEMANTIC TRANSFER
In reality, people tend to gather with different coverage at different time periods(observation 1). Therefore, we can make use of the timestamp to filter out some trajectories with different time period when matching. Besides, inspired by [30] , this article leverages the transfer probability between the semantic type of the start and the end point of each trajectory for reprocessing, which is used to determine the final candidate set(after clustering).
1) SEMANTIC TRANSFER PROBABILITY MODEL
This section introduces the modeling process of semantic transfer probability. Depending upon the Shanghai taxi rides dataset and the geographic inverse coding interface provided by Baidu Map, we can get the semantic type distribution around each point, which corresponding the probability of semantic type. For any point x on a trajectory T , we map it to a 21-dimensional vector (p 1 x , p 2 x , . . . , p 21 x ). The start point of this trajectory is S T = (p i 1 , p i 2 , . . . , p i 21 ) and the end point of is E T = (q i 1 , q i 2 , . . . , q i 21 ) , where p ij represents the probability that S T belongs to semantic j, where
For instance: we only consider five semantic types for simple. Three trajectories are given The transfer matrix learning process is as follows. The final semantic transfer probability matrix is shown in Appendix. Equation (5) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
2) PREDICTION ALGORITHM
After getting the clustering result from the previous section, we would like to select the optimal part of points in each cluster whose probability distribution are as close as the probability distribution calculated from the transition matrix.
Probability difference: Given the start point of a partial trip, we can calculate the theoretical semantic type of the destination in the form of probability distribution. Since each point contains 7 semantic types at most, we picks out topk(k 7) semantic types of the destination and recalculated the probability.
where p i is the original probability of semantic i. The semantic type of each destination m is (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q 21 ), the probability difference represents as diff 1 and area 2 represent the maximum circular area of two clusters respectively. Then, we use the transfer probability metric learned in the previous section to select the optimal points D i in these two clusters to further narrow down the candidate destinations. The formalized definition is as follows:
where diff (d ij ) is the probability difference between the jth point in cluster i and the theoretical semantic type of the destination, the θ is a constant. How to find the most dense points which are the most similar to the theoretical probability is the key problem of this prediction algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Semantic Transfer Prediction Algorithm With Time Constraint(STTC)
Input: The partial trajectory, T o = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ); the history trajectory set H ; the model of semantic transfer; the threshold value λ; Output: The predicted destination S d 1.According to 4.1 get two cluster C 1 and C 2 2.for each cluster C i do 3. Find the optimal λ |C i | points 4.
Algorithm 2 describes the destination prediction algorithm based on semantic transfer probability metric. Given a partial trip, get the result of two clusters from the previous section. In step 3-4, calculate the optimal points within each cluster to meet the minimum average difference of semantic probability.
Step 7 returns the predicted results.
It is similar to the 0-1 knapsack problem. Each destination has a value which corresponding to the integer sequence and the maximum area corresponds to the maximum limit of B in the knapsack problem. Just like the 0-1 knapsack problem, our algorithm can also be solved by recursion. In each step of the greedy choice, the point with minimum difference in the constraint condition is added to the candidate set. If the next step fails to find d j that meets the constraint area (In(d j )) area(C i ) means d j ∈ D(area(D)) λarea(C i ), then tracks back to the previous step and adds the second smallest points that satisfy the constraint condition to the candidate set, so as to find the final candidate set.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATASET
In all experiments, we use the real-world dataset which consists of GPS points of 4000 taxis collected in Shanghai within 24 hours and the sampling interval is 1 minute. 
recursion(L);
Attribute ''State'' indicates whether the taxi is occupied or not. Therefore, we can use ''State'' to split the data into trajectories. A switch from the state ''0 (unoccupied)'' to ''1 (occupied)'' indicates that the taxi begins a new trip, and a reverse switch indicates the termination of a trip. We further clean the data by discarding the trips that are too short. The algorithms are implemented in Java and run on a PC with Intel Core i5 CPU(3.2GHZ) and 16GB memory on Windows7 platform.
2) PRIOR WORKS
We compare the accuracy achieved by different prediction algorithms using our algorithm, the baseline algorithm is Naive and the clustering algorithm proposed in [13] . Naive is a prediction algorithm regarding the last point of the ongoing trip as the destination.
3) PERFORMANCE METRIC
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we use Average Minimum Error(AvgMinErr) and Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) as our performance metric. Suppose our test set Q has n queries. We define Average Minimum Error for all queries as the average of all errors over all n queries, i.e.,
where MinErr(q i ) is the minimum error of a single query q i . For example, the distance between the three predicted value and the real location are 1km, 2km and 2.5km respectively. Then, MinErr(q i ) = 1km. We define Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) for all queries as the square roots of MSE over all n queries, i.e.,
where MinErr(q i ) is same as the instruction above.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE Figure 3 shows how AvgMinErr of different algorithms vary with k (return k locations). The abscissa represents the percentage of the trip completed so far (the ratio between the length of ongoing trip and the complete trip). Here the matching threshold ε is set to be 500m.The threshold value λ is 0.5 and similarity threshold θ is 0.15. All the figures in Figure 3 report that the closer the trip is to the end, the higher accuracy of each algorithm is. Our enhanced E-clustering algorithm outperforms the previous clustering algorithm and the STTL algorithm are superior to others. Figure 4 shows how RMSE of different algorithms vary with k (return k locations). Compared with the previous experiments, the RMSE error of STTL is not decreased as significant as the AvgMinErr of STTL. As the dispersion degree of deviation is unlike the average error, the forecasted result of STTL maybe deviate from the true value sometime. Taken as a whole, our E-cluster algorithm and STTL algorithm are superior to others. Now we evaluate AvgMinErr of STTL algorithm under different hyperparameters setting with k = 1. The evaluated hyperparameters are ε and λ. We set The experimental results and the hyperparameter settings are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that ε = 500m is a better choice according to the small AvgMinErr in general. If the trip was in the first half, the accuracy was the highest when λ = 1/2 and in the second half, the accuracy was the highest when λ = 1/3. The proposed STTL model consists of two parts: Time constraint and the post-processing based on semantic transfer probability. We implement each of them separately. The experimental results are shown in Figure 5 . To evaluate the effectiveness, we use Average Minimum Error(AvgMinErr) and Root Mean Squared Error(RMSE) as our performance metrics. If the trip was in the first half, STTL performs better than only time-limited and in the second half, the range of the destination is small already, filtering more points may not skew the forecast result significantly.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed STTL, based on the time-property of the partial trajectory, along with the semantic transfer probability for predicting the destination of a ongoing trip. According to statistics of Taxi rides dataset, most destinations may have time attribute (i.e., access at a specific time period). In this case, we add time factor in our clustering process to filter out the destinations of different time slot. More over, we also trained the transition probability matrix of the semantic type and speculated the semantic information of the destination according to the start point. Extensive experiments using real-world trajectory dataset have demonstrated that STTL can efficiently predict the destination with lower error than existing methods.
All users are treated as ''one person'' in the case of unknown information about the passenger and driver. Hence, our method is more suitable for taxi dataset or when such information is not available. Many location-based services have applied the destination prediction algorithm, such as taxi-hailing, recommendation and navigation applications. We believe incorporating some information such as the identity of passenger or driver can further increase the accuracy of the prediction and we leave it an important future direction.
APPENDIX
See Table 1. 
